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3. **Timeline**: We aim to have a full manuscript approximately 6-9 months after acquiring all necessary data.

4. **Rationale**:  
The use of prediction models for estimating cardiovascular risk is recommended by European and American guidelines\(^1,2\). Several prediction models are available in the primary prevention to estimate lifetime treatment benefit like the life-CVD model\(^9\) or to calculate 10-year cardiovascular risk, e.g. the SCORE-model\(^4\) and the ASCVD pooled cohort equation\(^5\). These models are widely-used and practical because they use easy to measure and generally available risk factors to calculate 10-year cardiovascular risk. In clinical practice however, often other risk factors are known apart from those in the prediction model, for example family history, body mass index (BMI), estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), albuminuria, social-economic status, coronary calcium score, ankle/brachial-index, etc. Both the ESC and the ACC/AHA guidelines acknowledge several risk factors that may enhance risk prediction and recommend those to be considered in patients with intermediate risk or a risk close to a treatment threshold, although no clear solution is given on how to deal with these predictors\(^1,2\). The goal of the current analysis is not to select on possible predictors in order to develop a new model, but to evaluate a complete list of clinically available predictors on their added value on top of a basic model. Addition of several factors will increase predictive accuracy. For the other variables, clinical applicability of prediction models will benefit from the result that the presence or absence of a variable would not change the predicted risk.

5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions**:  
**Aims**  
1. To quantify the relative effect of additional risk factors in addition to a basic model for the prediction of 10-year cardiovascular mortality risk in apparently healthy people.  
2. To validate the accuracy, calibration and reclassification potential of combining a basic prediction model with a variable number of additional risk factors for the prediction of 10-year cardiovascular mortality in apparently healthy people.

6. **Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present)**.  

**Study population**  
Patients originate from several European and North-American cohorts: the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC, 4\(^{th}\) visit as a baseline, N=11,656),\(^6\) Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA)-study (N=6,814),\(^7\) European Prospective Investigation into Cancer (EPIC-NL, N=40,011), EPIC-Norfolk (N=21,453),\(^9\) EPIC-Potsdam (N=27,548),\(^10\) Heinz Nixdorf Recall (N=4,200),\(^9\) and the primary care database CPRD (N= 4,425.016).\(^11\) Patients at least 40 years old will be included. Exclusion criteria are prior CVD or heart failure or missing data on one of the original SCORE variables (age, gender, smoking, blood pressure, total cholesterol).
Predictors
To the predictors of the original SCORE-model (age, gender, smoking, blood pressure, cholesterol level), we will add the following predictors, depending on availability per cohort: albuminuria, ankle-brachial index, atrial fibrillation, auto-inflammatory disease, BMI/central obesity, carotid IMT and plaque, CVD family history defined as and a positive history of premature (prior to age 60) myocardial infarction (MI) in either parent, DM, education level, eGFR, ethnicity, hs-CRP, hs-troponin, menopausal age/status, Lp(a), NT-proBNP, number of medications, obstructive sleep apnea syndrome, physical activity, waist circumference.

Statistical analysis
Using the SCORE-predictors as stated before, a Cox proportional hazards model will be created. We will use a Cox model instead of a Weibull model as was originally used for SCORE, because the Cox model does not have the same assumptions about the shape of the survival curve. Also, as most clinical studies use Cox models, using a Cox model will allow our methodology to be applied to other studies more easily. For optimal fit, we will refit the model for every dataset. The additional predictors will be added using the “naïve approach”, which gives predictions based by multiplying baseline survival with additional hazard rates instead of using regression modelling to predict individual risks. The independent hazard rates and population frequencies will be calculated from the cohorts. These, and the baseline individual predicted risk from the SCORE-parameters will be used in the following formula: individual predicted risk \(\times\) (hazard ratio/population relative risk), where the population relative risk is equal to (prevalence of a factor) * HR of the factor + (1-prevalence). All variables will be dichotomized or categorized for easier clinical use.

For all predictors the hazard rates will be calculated in all cohorts where they are available. The results will be pooled to a single hazard rate. As the availability in cohorts differs per predictor, a different data pool may be used for different predictors. In all cohorts, the updated model will be assessed on test accuracy (c-statistic), calibration (predicted versus observed risk plots) and reclassification potential (net reclassification index). Model performance will be assessed both for addition of all predictors separately, but also for applying multiple multiplication factors simultaneously. Additional predictors that have too much correlation will not be added together. As the availability itself of additional predictors may carry predictive value, the naïve approach will be validated in the routine care database CPRD. The results of the naïve approach will be compared with a reduced modelling strategy, in which the complete model is refitted based on all different combinations of availability of predictors. All analyses will be performed in R-Statistic Programming (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
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In this proposal, an extensive analysis is performed assessing the effect of albuminuria and eGFR on the risk of renal and cardiovascular outcomes. Detailed analyses are performed including non-linear relations and interactions with other risk predictors. In comparison to this previous proposal, the current proposal aims to evaluate a complete list of potential risk modifiers and to study the methodology regarding the addition of several predictors. The lead author of this proposal is included in the current proposal and will make sure there would be no major overlap between manuscripts from MP1823 and a manuscript from the current proposal.

**MP3297 - Estimating absolute treatment effect of blood pressure lowering therapy for individual elderly patients; T.I. De Vries**  
In this proposal, which is aimed at the prediction of risk and treatment benefit in the elderly, a similar methodology is used in order to improve predictions in top of a basic model. The current proposal has a more methodological scope, assesses a broader range of additional variables and is aimed at the general population without cardiovascular disease. The research proposal is from the same research group as the current proposal.

**MP3008 – Individualized estimation of cardiovascular disease-free survival in primary prevention to facilitate personalized treatment with lipid, antihypertensive, and antiplatelet therapy: A collaborative analysis of three community-based cohorts; N.E.M. Jaspers**  
Similar to the current proposal, this recently published proposal is aimed at the prediction of cardiovascular disease for the general population. An externally validated model was developed to estimate CVD-free life-expectancy. In the current proposal, we will not develop a new model but rather aim to improve the accuracy and flexibility of existing models. The project is from the same research group as the current proposal.
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